Abstract-Least-squares error (LSE) or mean-squared error (MSE) optimization criteria lead to adaptive filters that are highly sensitive to impulsive noise. The sensitivity to noise bursts increases with the convergence speed of the adaptation algorithm and limits the performance of signal processing algorithms, especially when fast convergence is required, as for example, in adaptive beamforming for speech and audio signal acquisition or acoustic echo cancellation. In these applications, noise bursts are frequently due to undetected double-talk. In this paper, we present impulsive noise robust multichannel frequency-domain adaptive filters (MC-FDAFs) based on outlier-robust -estimation using a Newton algorithm and a discrete Newton algorithm, which are especially designed for frequency bin-wise adaptation control. Bin-wise adaptation and control in the frequency-domain enables the application of the outlier-robust MC-FDAFs to a generalized sidelobe canceler (GSC) using an adaptive blocking matrix for speech and audio signal acquisition. It is shown that the improved robustness leads to faster convergence and to higher interference suppression relative to nonrobust adaptation algorithms, especially during periods of strong interference.
Multichannel Bin-Wise Robust Frequency-Domain
Adaptive Filtering and Its Application to Adaptive Beamforming
I. INTRODUCTION
A DAPTIVE filters that are based on least-squares error (LSE) or mean-squared error (MSE) optimization criteria are highly sensitive to impulsive noise [1] . For applications such as acoustic echo cancellation or adaptive beamforming, this sensitivity to impulsive noise leads to a sensitivity to undetected double-talk bursts and limits the performance of the system. For acoustic echo cancellation, the need for robustness against double-talk bursts due to the presence of a local disturbance was first discussed in [2] . An outlier-robust least mean-squares (LMS) algorithm using the median of the error signal for adaptation is proposed in [3] . Robust mixed-norm adaptive filters using a weighted combination of and -norm cost functions and a weighted combination of and -norm cost functions are proposed in [4] , [5] , and [6] , respectively. Using robust maximum-likelihood type cost functions (so-called "robust -estimates") and an -contaminated Gaussian model [1] for the residual error signal of the adaptive filter, robustness against impulsive noise was obtained for a large variety of adaptation algorithms. Using Huber's so-called "least-informative distribution" [1] , an outlier-robust frequency-subband adaptive filter was proposed in [7] . Outlier-robust versions of the normalized LMS (NLMS) algorithm, the proportionate NLMS (PNLMS) algorithm, and the affine projection algorithm (APA) are derived in [8] , and outlier-robust recursive least-squares (RLS) algorithms are proposed in [9] and [10] . A robust block-based adaptive filter based on sample matrix inversion is presented in [11] . Robust RLS algorithms using Hampel's estimator [12] and a tanh-weighted cost function are derived in [13] , [14] , and [15] , respectively. A robust LMS algorithm and a robust Kalman filter using linear combinations of order statistics (" -estimation") [1] are derived in [16] and [17] , respectively. Using a likelihood ratio test for detecting the presence of impulses and temporarily freezing the adaptation of the adaptive filter is proposed in [18] .
In recent years, adaptation algorithms in the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) domain [frequency-domain adaptive filters (FDAFs)] [19] - [25] became very attractive for acoustic echo cancellation [26] - [32] and for adaptive beamforming [33] - [35] since they 1) combine fast convergence with low computational complexity; 2) can be realized such that sufficiently high tracking capability and sufficiently low delay are obtained; and 3) generalize well to the multichannel (MC) case (MC-FDAF) [27] - [29] , [31] . Similar to RLS algorithms, the convergence speed of FDAFs is nearly independent of the condition number of the cross-correlation matrix of the input signals. In the context of adaptive beamforming, the improvement of the convergence speed of the MC-FDAF relative to single-channel FDAFs is illustrated in [31] for the GSC. This is especially important to assure fast convergence for highly auto-and cross-correlated input signals, such as speech or music. Furthermore, in combination with a DFT-bin-wise double-talk detector and/or a DFT-bin-wise step-size control, adaptive filters in the DFT domain allow for DFT-bin-wise adaptation. This is especially advantageous for signals that are sparse in the 1558-7916/$25.00 © 2007 IEEE time-frequency domain, since the step size can be adjusted for each frequency bin independently. This possibility of a bin-wise adaptation control also plays a major role in the present paper.
For better robustness against impulsive noise, such as doubletalk bursts, an FDAF based on robust -estimation and on a Newton-type adaptation algorithm is derived and applied to acoustic echo cancellation in [36] , [37] . In contrast to the subband robust adaptive filter [7] , where a nonlinear cost function is applied to each subband ("narrowband decomposition"), and the error signal is minimized in each subband individually, [36] , [37] minimize the fullband error signal in the discrete-time domain. However, due to the time-domain optimization criterion, [36] and [37] cannot be directly used for DFT-bin-wise adaptation control, which is necessary for some applications of DFTdomain adaptive filtering, such as adaptive beamforming using GSCs with adaptive realizations of the blocking matrix [34] .
To enable the usage of bin-wise adaptation control, we consider in this work an outlier-robust cost function in the DFT domain based on a weighting according to Huber [1] . We present an impulsive noise robust MC-FDAF for bin-wise adaptation based on the Newton algorithm [multichannel bin-wise robust FDAF (MC-BRFDAF)] and a discretized MC-BRFDAF using a so-called "discrete Newton algorithm" [38] for linear multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems. The discretization of the Newton algorithm has the advantage of better stability relative to the MC-BRFDAF leading to improved robustness and slightly improved convergence speed relative to the nondiscretized MC-BRFDAF for multichannel interference cancellation problems.
Using the MC-BRFDAF and the discretized MC-BRFDAF, outlier-robust adaptive filtering is applied for the first time to adaptive beamforming for multichannel speech enhancement using microphone arrays. Using the example of a generalized sidelobe canceler (GSC) with an adaptive blocking matrix [39] , it is shown in [34] that DFT-domain adaptive filtering in combination with bin-wise adaptation control can be efficiently applied to adaptive beamforming. It is further shown that the bin-wise adaptation is necessary to solve the tracking problems of GSCs with adaptive realizations of blocking matrices. Using fullband adaptation, the performance of the GSC is highly degraded especially during double-talk between the desired speaker and interference or noise. The DFT-domain GSCs using bin-wise adaptation are especially efficient for tackling the challenges of beamforming microphone arrays, such as robustness against reverberation and the physical tolerances of the sensors, or the nonstationarity of the desired signal and of interferers.
In this paper, experiments with the MC-BRFDAF and the discretized MC-BRFDAF show that robustness against double-talk can be greatly improved, relative to the GSC using the nonrobust MC-FDAF [34] , even with small-scale microphone arrays, so that larger step sizes can be chosen for the adaptation. This leads to faster convergence and to higher noise reduction, while preserving the good output signal quality of the beamformer. These results can easily be generalized to all GSC realizations. Some parts of this paper are already published in [40] and [41] .
This paper is organized as follows. The MC-BRFDAF and the discretized MC-BRFDAF are derived in Section II. In Section III, the robust MC-FDAFs are applied to the GSC. Experimental results are given in Section IV.
II. IMPULSIVE NOISE ROBUST FREQUENCY-DOMAIN ADAPTIVE FILTER
In this section, we develop the aforementioned adaptation algorithms based on robust -estimation for a linear MIMO system. The presentation is based on [27] - [29] , [31] , [37] , and [40] . Section II-A introduces the notation and describes the filtering in the DFT domain using the overlap-save method. In Section II-B, the optimization criterion for the robust adaptive filter is defined. Section II-C derives the robust adaptive algorithms using the Newton algorithm and the discrete Newton algorithm and shows possible approximations. The computational complexity is investigated in Section II-D.
Lowercase and uppercase bold font represent vector and matrix quantities, respectively, and , , and stand for complex conjugation, matrix or vector transposition, and conjugate transposition, respectively. Underlined quantities denote DFT-domain variables and is the discrete time index.
A. Optimum Linear Filtering Using Overlap-Save
We start with formulating the adaptive filtering for a multiple-input single-output (MISO) system, and perform the generalization to MIMO systems in Section II-C3.
A MISO system with input channels is described by a vector of size 1, which captures column vectors , , of length with filter coefficients , . That is
Accordingly, the input signals of the MISO system are captured in the 1 vector as follows:
The output signal of the adaptive MISO system can thus be written as (5) where is the reference signal of the adaptive filter. To calculate the output signal of the MISO system in the DFT domain using fast convolution and overlap-save, we form blocks of samples of , , and
which yields for (5) the expression
Next, we transform (9) into the DFT domain using block overlapping. 
The MISO system is transformed into the DFT domain as the 1 vector (12) where the windowing matrix (13) appends zeroes to the coefficient vectors in order to prevent circular convolution. Here, is the identity matrix of size , and is a matrix of size with all zeroes. We obtain for (9) the expression (14) where the windowing matrix (15) extracts a block of samples from . A block of adaptive filter output samples is given by the last samples of . For deriving the DFT-domain adaptation algorithm, the block-error signal is required in the DFT domain. For this reason, we transform (14) into the DFT domain by multiplying (14) with from the left, where . This yields the 1 vector (16) where
In the following, the elements of are denoted by , . The are assumed to have zero mean.
B. Outlier-Robust Cost Functions
To derive an outlier-robust recursive adaptation algorithm based on robust -estimation, we start with a log-likelihood cost function in the DFT domain (20) ( 21) which is to be minimized subject to the vector of filter coefficients . The quantity is a windowing function. The function is the given probability density function of the normalized error signal with zero mean and unit variance. The divisor is a scale parameter for normalizing the zero-mean error signal to unity variance. Note that this cost function implies independence of the frequency bins of the error signal, which is used later for adapting the adaptive filter independently in the frequency bins. The cost function minimizes the error signal , where the choice of the probability density function defines the weighting of . The fundamental idea of outlier-robust -estimation is to find a density that yields an outlier-robust cost function . In this paper, we consider the family of distributions that is symmetric to the origin as follows: (22) where the constant is chosen such that , and where is a weighting function defining the shape of the probability density. The choice of an outlier-robust distribution is thus reduced to the choice of the weighting rule . In the following, we consider Huber's least informative distribution. Other outlier-robust weighting rules are, for example, proposed in [12] , [15] , [42] , and [43] . Our experiments showed that for our application, these weighting rules give similar results to Huber's least informative distribution, so they are not discussed in the following.
The least informative distribution can be found by maximizing the asymptotic variance (or minimizing the Fisher information) of the -estimator over a given set of distributions [1] . In our scenario, we choose as the -contaminated normally distributed convex set (23) where is the normal distribution with zero mean and unity variance, is the contaminating distribution belonging to the set of distributions that are symmetric to the origin, and is the outlier probability. In [1] , it is shown that the least informative distribution in to estimate and scale , in the sense that the asymptotic variance is maximized, can be obtained by for for (24) where the constant depends on and is chosen such that . The subscript " " in stands for Huber. It may be seen that the least informative distribution is Gaussian in the center and Laplacian in the tails, leading to an -norm and -norm minimization problem, respectively. By correctly choosing the transition point , data samples that very likely correspond to outliers are thus linearly weighted, while non-outliers are quadratically weighted as for an ordinary LSE criterion. The transition depends on and decreases with increasing .
The nonlinear cost along with a conventional quadratic cost is illustrated in Fig. 1 .
C. Robust Adaptation Algorithm
One way to minimize the cost function is the use of an iterative Newton algorithm [38] , as in [8] , [15] , [36] , [37] , and [40] . As shown in [37] for a real-valued error signal, the nonquadratic cost for a complex-valued error signal can be minimized for using a recursion of the form (25) as a good approximation for computational efficiency, where (26) is the gradient of the cost function w.r.t. and where is a diagonal matrix of size with step sizes , on the main diagonal for controlling the adaptation in the frequency bins separately. The matrix is equal to the recursively averaged Hessian evaluated for (27) The use of (25)- (27) leads to the MC-BRFDAF [40] . To assure convergence, the Hessian matrix must be positive-definite. While this condition is fulfilled for Huber's cost function (24) , it is not necessarily the case for other robust cost functions, as, for example, Hampel's -estimator [12] . A common solution to this problem is the use of the discrete Newton algorithm [38] , where the Hessian is approximated by a difference matrix, i.e., a matrix with finite differences as elements that approximate the differential. This approximation then yields the discretized MC-BRFDAF. The experimental results in Section IV show that the approximation of the Hessian by a difference matrix not only solves the problem of the nonpositive-definite Hessian but also improves the robustness of the adaptation algorithm for Huber's -estimator. For , , and , we obtain the MC-FDAF after [27] - [29] , [31] with RLS-like properties.
In Section II-C1, we determine the gradient . Section II-C2 then derives the Hessian and introduces the difference approximation. Section II-C3 summarizes the adaptation algorithms and extends the MISO adaptation algorithms to the MIMO case. In Section II-C4, an approximation is given for reducing the computational complexity.
1) Gradient of the Cost Function:
To determine the gradient in (26), we write one element of the error vector as an inner product (28) where is a 1 vector of zeroes except for the th element which is equal to 1. Using the chain rule, we can calculate the gradient as follows: (29) where is the derivative of and where
Substituting (30) and (31) into (29) and defining a vector of size 1 with elements
, we obtain (33)
2) Hessian of the Cost Function and Discretization:
The Hessian matrix of size can be calculated from (33) using (34) The derivative in (34) can then be calculated by applying the chain rule as follows: (35) where is given by (31) . For the MC-BRFDAF, we expand the derivative w.r.t. [40] , that is
With the , , captured in a diagonal matrix of size , the Hessian matrix can be written as (37) To obtain the discretized MC-BRFDAF using a discrete Newton algorithm, we approximate the derivatives at the origin by first-order difference equations. That is, (38) Noting that and substituting , we obtain the approximation (39) The , , are captured in a diagonal matrix of size so that the discrete approximation of the Hessian matrix is finally obtained as (40) 3) Generalization: A generalization of the adaptation algorithm to MIMO systems (41) with input channels and output channels is straightforward by repeating the algorithm for all output channels. In summary, one iteration of the discrete MC-BRFDAF can be written for the MIMO case as follows:
The MC-BRFDAF is obtained when replacing in (43) by . The adaptation step (44) requires the inversion of the large Hessian matrix of size . For efficiently calculating , the blockwise-diagonal structure of after introducing the approximation in Section II-C4 can be used to transform the matrix into matrices of size . This reduces the complexity of the inversion of a to matrices of size [29] , [31] . In addition to [37, Eq. (30) ], the update (44) allows for bin-wise operation with a bin-dependent step size and a bin-dependent scale parameter. To estimate the scale parameter , we use the outlier-robust -estimator for scale as presented in [8] .
4) Approximation: The calculation of the averaged Hessian matrix (43) requires the computation of DFTs. To limit the computational complexity, an approximation of is thus desirable for practical systems. Following [27] - [29] , and [31] , we use the approximation for sufficiently large , which leads to (45) and, when replacing by in (44) , to the unconstrained MC-FDAF [27] - [29] , [31] .
D. Computational Complexity
We compare the computational complexity of the discretized MC-BRFDAF with that of the MC-FDAF in terms of real-valued arithmetic operations per sample (OPS), i.e., the number of real additions and real multiplications. Due to the minor complexity difference between the MC-BRFDAF and the discrete MC-BRFDAF in the computation of (36) and (39), we illustrate only the complexity of the discretized MC-BRFDAF defined by (42) and (44) , using the approximation of (45) . The matrix inversion in (44) is carried out by applying the matrix inversion lemma to (45) [31] . For the nonrobust MC-FDAF, the matrix is replaced by the identity matrix . Each complex addition is realized by two real additions, and each complex multiplication is realized by two real additions and four real multiplications. The symmetry of the DFT coefficients of real-valued sequences is exploited. The Fourier transform of length is carried out by real-valued arithmetic operations [44] . ), the computational complexity of the discretized MC-BRFDAF relative to that of the MC-FDAF decreases with an increase of the number of input channels , while for single-input multiple-output (SIMO) systems ( ), the complexity difference increases with an increase in the number of output channels due to the necessity to calculate the inverse of the CPSD matrix for each of the output channels .
E. Convergence Behavior in Impulsive Noise
To illustrate the convergence of the outlier-robust adaptation algorithms, we consider a single-input single-output (SISO) system identification task, which appears for example in monophonic acoustic echo cancellation, with white noise input for , block overlap factor , , and the sampling rate kHz. The reference signal is disturbed by an impulse with a duration of 1 ms at time s [ Fig. 3(a) ]. For the outlier-robust adaptation algorithms, the parameter is optimized for maximum robustness against the impulsive noise while preserving maximum convergence between and s. The unknown system is a measured room impulse response of an acoustic environment with reverberation time ms truncated after 4096 taps. Fig. 3(b) shows the coefficient error norm obtained by the MC-FDAF, the MC-BRFDAF, and the discrete MC-BRFDAF. The convergence for the outlier-robust adaptation algorithms is significantly more robust than for the nonrobust adaptation algorithm.
III. APPLICATION TO A ROBUST GENERALIZED SIDELOBE CANCELER (RGSC) WITH DFT-BIN-WISE DOUBLE-TALK DETECTION
To illustrate the robustness, we apply the proposed algorithms to multichannel speech enhancement with a DFT-domain realization of a GSC [34] using an adaptive blocking matrix [39] , which is refered to as robust GSC (RGSC) in the following. ("Robust" here means robustness against desired signal cancellation in reverberant conditions and the ability to suppress interference with nonstationary second-order statistics.) In Section III-A, an overview of the RGSC is given. Section III-B describes the motivation for choosing an impulsive noise robust MC-FDAF for the adaptation. Fig. 4 , the RGSC consists of three blocks: a fixed beamformer, an adaptive blocking matrix , and an interference canceler . The blocking matrix and the interference canceler are realized by systematically applying the robust adaptation algorithms.
A. Overview of the RGSC

According to
1) Fixed Beamformer:
The fixed beamformer forms the reference path of the RGSC. It steers the sensor array to the position of the desired source and enhances the desired signal relative to the interference. For scenarios with little movement of the desired source relative to the steering direction, the fixed beamformer can be designed with a sufficiently broad mainlobe so that the desired signal is not attenuated; otherwise, automatic steering techniques may be necessary. Without loss of generality, we use a uniformly weighted delay-and-sum beamformer in our case for simplicity.
2) Adaptive Blocking Matrix:
The blocking matrix is a spatial SIMO filter which suppresses the desired signal and passes interference such that the output of provides references for the interference. The adaptive blocking matrix is realized by adaptive filters with the output signal of the fixed beamformer as reference for the desired signal. In contrast to a fixed blocking matrix , which does not perfectly suppress the desired signal whenever there is a mismatch between the spatial filtering of and the actual wave field of the desired signal, an adaptive blocking matrix can track changes of the wave field of the desired signal. This is especially important in time-varying reverberant environments, where the desired signal continuously leaks through the fixed blocking matrix and leads to reduced robustness against cancellation of the desired signal.
3) Adaptive Interference Canceler: The interference canceler is realized by an adaptive MISO filter and subtracts the residual interference from the output of the fixed beamformer using the blocking matrix output as reference for the interference.
4) DFT-Bin-Wise Adaptation Control:
The RGSC requires a carefully designed adaptation control. The adaptive blocking matrix needs adaptation control for the following reason.
1) Due to the limited interference suppression of the fixed beamformer, the output of the fixed beamformer not only contains the desired signal but also the attenuated interference. This estimate of the desired signal is used as input signals of the adaptive filters of the blocking matrix. Continuous adaptation of the filters of the blocking matrix during presence of the desired signal and the interference would thus not only cancel the desired signal but also the interference. However, interference components that are suppressed by the blocking matrix cannot be canceled by the interference canceler, and, thus, leak to the output of the RGSC [34] , [39] , [45] . To prevent suppression of the interference by the blocking matrix, the blocking matrix should therefore only be adapted when the signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) is high. The interference canceler requires adaptation control for the following two reasons. 2a) Typically, the blocking matrix cannot completely suppress the desired signal so that the blocking matrix output still contains desired signal components. These desired signal components would be confused with the interference and canceled by the interference canceler if the interference is adapted during presence of the interference. To prevent cancellation and distortion of the desired signal, the interference canceler should therefore only be adapted if the SIR is low [39] , [45] - [47] .
2b) Assuming now that the blocking matrix totally suppresses the desired signal, any interference that the fixed beamformer still contains should be suppressed by the interference canceler. (In practice, the suppression of the desired signal by the blocking matrix is between 15 and 25 dB.) However, the desired signal at the fixed beamformer output can act as a noise source which is uncorrelated with the input signal of the adaptive filters. The presence of this uncorrelated noise source disturbs the adaptation and may lead to instability of the adaptive filters just as in a system identification task.
To exploit the sparseness of the desired signal and of interference in the time-frequency domain and, thus, to allow a higher tracking capability, the decision "adaptation of " or "adaptation of " should be made in separate frequency bins. It is shown in [34] that such a bin-wise decision is even necessary to obtain maximum performance in time-varying acoustic conditions.
An activity detector for "desired signal only" [adaptation of ], "interference only" [adaptation of ], and "double-talk" (no adaptation) which operates in separate DFT bins is presented in [34] . Using the directivity of a fixed beamformer, the activity detector forms a biased estimate of the ratio of the power spectral densities (PSDs) SIR of the desired signal, , and of the interference, , and tracks the maxima and the minima of in the th bin. The blocking matrix and the interference canceler are adapted whenever is close to maximum or minimum, respectively.
B. Motivation for the Usage of Outlier-Robust Adaptive Filtering
A statistical illustration of the adaptation control is depicted in Fig. 5 for male-desired speech and orchestra music played back by a loudspeaker. The experimental setup corresponds to that of Section IV-A. Fig. 5 shows the histograms of SIR for which the classifier detects "desired signal only" (dashed line) and "interference only" (black line) along with the histogram of SIR at the sensors (gray shaded surface). The histograms are averaged over DFT bins and block-time for a signal segment of length 20 s with average SIR dB. Although the centers of the histograms for "desired signal only" and "interference only" are located at high SIR dB and at low SIR dB, respectively, "desired signal only" and "interference only" may be wrongly detected for low SIR and high SIR , respectively. Another illustration of the problem of outliers of the RGSC is given in [40] .
These outliers-potentially leading to divergence of the adaptive filters-may be prevented by reducing the step sizes of the adaptive filters, or by reducing the adaptation thresholds so that the adaptive filters are less likely to be adapted during double-talk. However, both of these options reduce the tracking capability and, thus, the interference suppression of the RGSC. To avoid this tradeoff, we apply the outlier-robust adaptive filters to the blocking matrix and to the interference canceler. From Fig. 4 , it may be seen that the blocking matrix corresponds to a single-input multiple-output system with and and that the interference canceler corresponds to a MISO system with and . Identifying the adaptive filters of the blocking matrix in (44) with , , and identifying the adaptive filter with , , we can systematically use the outlier-robust adaptive filters for the adaptation of the RGSC. The step sizes are determined by the adaptation control and switched between 0 and frequency-independent constant values and for the blocking matrix and the interference canceler, respectively, for disabling and enabling the adaptation. 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We applied the MC-BRFDAF and the discretized MC-BRFDAF to the adaptation of the blocking matrix and of the interference canceler and compared the performance with the RGSC using MC-FDAFs. The bin-wise scale parameter was replaced by a bin-independent scale parameter since the dependency on DFT bins did not improve the performance relative to a bin-independent scale estimate in our experiments. We studied two extreme cases, the presence of interference only in the absence of desired signal (Section IV-A), and "continuous" double-talk consisting of desired speech and various interference signals (Section IV-B).
A. Comparison Between MC-FDAF, MC-BRFDAF, and Discretized MC-BRFDAF
Here, we study the transient behavior of the interference canceler after initialization using the discretized MC-BRFDAF, the MC-FDAF, and the MC-BRFDAF without the presence of a desired signal, documenting the convergence speed of the adaptive filters in the undisturbed case.
A microphone array with a 12-cm aperture and elements was placed in an office room with reverberation time ms. The desired source signal (male speech) arrived from the broadside direction from a distance of 60 cm. The interference (orchestra music played back by a loudspeaker) arrived from one of the endfire directions from a distance of 1.2 m. The microphone signals were obtained by measuring the room impulse responses and convolving the clean source signals with the corresponding impulse responses. The frequency range was 200 Hz-6 kHz. The parameters are optimized by simulations to simultaneously maximize the interference suppression and minimize the desired signal distortion after convergence of the adaptive filters.
In this experiment, the blocking matrix was first adapted until convergence in the presence of desired signal only. Then, the interference canceler was adapted in the presence of interference only. The transient behavior of the interference canceler is illustrated in Fig. 6 , showing the interference rejection [IR ] of the RGSC as a function of time. The interference suppression was measured as a first-order recursively averaged estimate of the variance of the interference at the beamformer output relative to the variance of the interference at the sensors. The parameters. shown in the caption. are optimized individually for the discretized MC-BRFDAF, the MC-FDAF, and the MC-BRFDAF for maximum convergence speed and maximum interference suppression after convergence during a double-talk situation. It can be noticed that the step size for the MC-FDAF ( ) is considerably smaller than those for the robust adaptation algorithms ( ) due to the sensitivity of the MC-FDAF to double-talk detection errors during adaptation. This smaller step size necessarily leads to a slower convergence of the interference canceler. Due to the improved robustness, the discretized MC-BRFDAF performed slightly better than the MC-BRFDAF. When the same step size is chosen for all adaptation algorithms, the convergence speed of the MC-FDAF is slightly higher than that of the discretized MC-BRFDAF since the improved robustness is obtained by reducing the gradient of the cost function, which leads to a reduced convergence speed without the presence of outliers.
B. Adaptation During Double-Talk of Desired Signal With Interference Present
In this section, the performance of the RGSC is studied during double-talk of desired speech in the presence of interference. In Section IV-B1, the transient behavior is discussed. Section IV-B2 investigates the steady-state performance after convergence of the adaptive filters.
1) Transient Behavior:
The transient behavior of the RGSC is now studied using speech as the desired signal and as interference [ Fig. 7(a) and (b) ]. Experimental results for orchestra music as used in Section IV-A and for car noise can be found in [40] and in [41] , respectively. Only the MC-FDAF and the discretized MC-BRFDAF are considered here since the convergence of the MC-BRFDAF is very similar to that of the discretized MC-BRFDAF. The parameters are the same as in Section IV-A. ] by the blocking matrix as a function of time is depicted in Fig. 7(c) . Here, is measured analogously to IR . The convergence of the blocking matrix is only slightly improved for the discretized MC-BRFDAF. The smaller difference of optimum step sizes (MC-FDAF:
; discretized MC-BRFDAF:
) relative to the interference canceler (MC-FDAF:
; discretized MC-BRFDAF: ) results from the inherent robustness of the adaptive blocking matrix against signals from outside of the mainlobe of the fixed beamformer [34, pp.123-125] . Fig. 8 (a) and (b) shows the interference suppression IR and the distortion SSNR of the desired signal by the RGSC, respectively. Here, SSNR is the segmental SNR between the output of the fixed beamformer and the output of the RGSC for the desired signal only with data blocks of length 512, and ideally SSNR . (Note that the interference canceler dereverberates the desired signal to some extent. This effect reduces SSNR , but is neglected in this context.) It can be seen in Fig. 8(a) that the interference canceler converges noticeably faster when using the discretized MC-BRFDAF since a larger step size can be chosen due to the improved robustness against double-talk. The improved interference suppression yields a slight increase of the speech distortion SSNR [ Fig. 8(b) ].
In Fig. 9 (a) and (b), the IR and the SSNR using the MC-FDAF and the discretized MC-BRFDAF with the same step sizes and are illustrated, respectively. When using the MC-FDAF, instability cannot be efficiently prevented, leading to reduced interference suppression [ Fig. 9(a) , e.g., s] and increased speech distortion [ Fig. 9(b) , s].
2) Steady-State Performance: Finally, the interference suppression and the speech distortion are studied after convergence of the adaptive filters as a function of the SIR at the sensors for speech and car noise as interference. Other experimental setup is the same as in Section IV-A. To study the behavior of the adap- tive filters after convergence, we used as desired speech signals a subset of 30 utterances of the TIDigits database [48] . For speech as interference, the reverberation time of the environment was ms. For car noise as interference, the desired source signal is convolved with impulse responses with ms obtained by the image method [49] to simulate the passenger cabin of a car. The car noise inside of the passenger cabin of a moving car is recorded with a microphone array mounted on one of the sun visors.
The results for speech as interference are depicted in Fig. 10 and in Table I . In Fig. 10(a) , it can be seen that the RGSC using outlier-robust adaptive filters yields improved interference suppression relative to the nonrobust adaptive filter as already indicated in the previous experiments. However, interference suppression is increased at the cost of reduced SSNR [ Fig. 10(b) ]. The discretized MC-BRFDAF yields slighty better performance of the RGSC than the MC-BRFDAF.
The results for car noise as interference are depicted in Fig. 11 and in Table II . In contrast to Fig. 10 , the improvement of the interference suppression of the RGSC by using outlier-robust adaptive filters is restricted to high and medium SIR dB. The discretized MC-BRFDAF performs slightly better than the MC-BRFDAF. The experimental results showed that the improvement in interference suppression using outlier-robust adaptive filters came along with a decrease in the quality of the desired speech signal. To evaluate this effect, we applied the RGSC as a front-end for a large-vocabulary automatic speech recognition (ASR) system which was trained on clean speech [50] . The results showed that the gain in word accuracy of the MC-BRFDAF relative to the MC-FDAF corresponds to the improvement of the SIR at the ASR input due to outlier-robust adaptive filtering. However, an influence of the reduction of the SSNR on the speech recognition performance could not be observed. This effect may be explained as follows. First, the improvement of the SIR has more influence on the speech recognition performance than the decrease of the SSNR w.r.t. the desired signal alone, especially since the SSNR is greater than 13 dB for the investigated range of the SIR. Second, informal listening tests showed that the degradation of the SSNR at the output of the RGSC could not be perceived in the mixture of speech and interference. Further details can be found in [50] .
V. CONCLUSION
We have derived outlier-robust multichannel frequency-domain adaptive filters for bin-wise adaptation controls based on a Newton algorithm and on a discrete Newton algorithm. Huber's least informative distribution was considered as a nonlinear weighting rule for the error signal of the adaptation algorithm. For MISO systems, the computational complexity of both robust adaptive filters is slightly increased relative to the MC-FDAF. For SIMO systems, the complexity relative to the MC-FDAF increases with the number of output channels. The robust adaptive filters were then applied to the RGSC. After studying the necessity of outlier-robustness for this type of adaptive beamformer, experimental studies showed that the convergence speed and the interference suppression of the RGSC could be considerably improved by using the discretized MC-BRFDAF relative to the MC-FDAF. Furthermore, a slight improvement could be observed for the discrete MC-BRFDAF relative to the MC-BRFDAF algorithm. The application of the RGSC to a hands-free large-vocabulary ASR showed that at low SIRs, the gain in word accuracy of the ASR system due to outlier-robust adaptive filtering at low SIRs corresponds to the SIR gain at the ASR input.
